
Agency Production Groups - Evolving Issues for Brand Teams 

Most agencies seem to have gotten the message that production pricing 

needs more transparency. But an area where we’re seeing friction is brand 

teams chafing with agency production groups 

over project management; an area we typically 

wrangle. 

We have watched several advertisers hire 

executive producers to advocate for their 

production needs more proactively. 

This left us wondering about the production 

consultants those advertisers currently retain. 

Some agency production groups have 

implemented a production process that have the client’s production 

consultants minimally engaged. We call this “production consulting lite” and 

we would never recommend it. Essentially the consultant involvement in the 

production process is only to review the bids and pronounce the costs 

reasonable or not. Any consultant’s leverage and negotiation ability is 

extremely limited, which may be the point. 

Many production consultants backgrounds seem quite removed from the 

actual responsibilities of broadcast, digital and print ad production. 

We strongly recommend using experienced production consultants who have 

been responsible for the work, either as agency or production company 

producers. We feel so strongly about this, we built West & Company on these 

credentials! 

Production Consultants and Decoupling 

A Production Consultant’s  
 

Handy Trail Tips for Advertisers 

In several recent new business presentations, integrity has been top of 
mind in the context of decoupling; there is a lot of production 
decoupling going on these days. 

As production consultants, we are asked to render all kinds of 
judgements, mostly relating to whether or not a production budget is 
optimized for the approach the ad agency is recommending. 
Occasionally, a brand manager will ask if a project can be decoupled 
and what kind of savings could be expected. In the past these 
questions have set some consultants hearts racing as an opportunity 
for quick profit.  

In our view, this can be a clear conflict of interest. Production 
consultants are asked to share their views on plans and costs. Could it 
be produced for less? Of course. Could 
I or one of our consultants produce it 
for less? Probably. 

We have heard of production 
consultants making ridiculous sums 
on decoupled projects. Our solution is 
to candidly discuss potential conflicts 
of interest in a completely open 
manner insuring full disclosure, so 
that our clients are well-informed of 
the situation in advance. For more on 
this issue check out our blog. 
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Crowdsourcing Creative and Production: Marketer’s Issues. 

Handy tips, advice and guidance… 

West and Company is an ad production consultancy of ex-agency produc-

tion professionals optimizing budgets, analyzing production plans, negoti-

ating costs, maximizing savings, tracking and analyzing spending. 

We offer a complementary 30 minute review of your project.       
 

No cost, no obligation, no kidding; just drop us an email or give us a call. 
 

Email Us    +1(203) 292-7744 office  

Many brands have turned to outsourcing and crowdsourcing for their crea-

tive and production needs. While these 

definitely can represent great value, 

many traditional agency roles are often 

overlooked. Over the years we’ve 

stepped in on projects where our brand 

folks were not aware of all the adminis-

trative jobs that their agencies man-

aged. In most cases the adjustments 

required were easily managed, a few 

cases required significant, painful adjustments—especially in the area of 

talent payment.  

Be sure when you outsource or engage a crowdsourcing vendor that you 

have a trusted, experienced production advisor to provide expert guidance 

in the key areas that often go unsupervised. 

We recently added a New Tools section to 

our website to help marketers and 

procurement folks with ad production 

issues. We will be adding more guides 

around purchasing production services and 

the issues involved. 

If you have a particular area of concern, 

please let us know and we’ll address it! 

 

To unsubscribe, click here 

For more info about us, our services, handy trail tips and our blog, check 

us out at westandco.org. Questions or comments? Drop us an email or give 

us a call. 
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